This paper reviewed and analyzed the development of our nation's loan loss provision system, then studied the relations of commercial bank loan loss provision and earnings management and capital management through empirical study. This paper selected 14 domestic commercial banks of year 2001-2009 as data sample, using Kanagaretnam et al.'s (2003) research method, dividing the loan loss provision into two parts that is discretionary and nondiscretionary part, and empirically studied the relationship of discretionary part of loan loss provision and earnings before taxes and provisions (EBTP) and capital adequacy ratio (CAR). Empirical results show that: there is significant positive correlation between the discretionary loan loss provisions and earnings before taxes and provisions (EBTP), and there is significant negative correlation between the discretionary loan loss provisions and capital adequacy ratio (CAR). That provides evidence for the relation of bank loan loss provision and earnings management and capital management. In the last, combining with empirical research findings and the status of the loan loss provision system of China's commercial banks, this paper made several suggestions to improve the system of loan loss provision.
Introduction
Bank loan is one of the most important assets. The adequacy and accuracy of the extraction of bank loan loss provision not only affect the commercial bank's actual disclosure of financial condition and operating results, but also affect the risks related to the resilience of commercial banks, and consequently have an impact on the sound operation of banks. Therefore, the commercial banks should establish a scientific and rational system of loan loss provisions to address financial risks. The global financial crisis in 2008 had sounded the alarm, therefore we need to reexamine the reasonableness of our comercial bank loan loss provision system. Our nation's loan loss provision system was first established in 1988, then the relevant policies of loan loss provision is being in reform and improvement, but there still is a big gap between domestic practice and international practice.
As an asset impairment reserves, loan loss provision is a deduction item of accounting profits. The amount of its extraction not only influences the accounting profits, but also has certain maneuverability, while it is an estimate of the future loss that may occur. Therefore commercial bank loan loss provisions may affect the earnings management. The provision for loan losses is closely related to bank risks because general provisions can be included in supplementary capital, and specific provisions can be used as a deduction from risky assets. Therefore the loan loss provision is related to the regulatory capital adequacy ratio, which is probably related to capital management. agement motivation and demand [2] . Lv bo and Li changqiong study on the capital adequacy ratio's influence to the LLP counting and drawing of our country's comercial banks, and believe that banks have obviously procyclical effect, considering of tax avoidance, when yield is good, banks will add LLP counting and drawing in order to iron about income's rise and fall [3] . Li wen and Xu huanzhang study on the relationship between LLP and surplus management of 14 listed commercial banks, and believe that government should pay much more attentions to collecting and digesting data, and strengthen surveillance [4] .
This paper hopes to acquire the relationship between LLP and surplus management by empirical analysis, and propose some suggestions on current condition in the surplus and capital management of our country's commercial banks.
Methodology

Hypothesis
Firstly, there maybe exists earnings management in Counting and Drawing of our country commercial bank's loan loss, it means, when current period profit is quite high, the management layer of bank will tend to count and draw more loan loss preparing, and prepare some reserve fund for future in order to cope with feasible profit fluctuating; when current period profit is quite low, the management layer of bank will tend to count and draw less loan loss preparing, and borrow reserve fund from future profit in order to smooth each year's profit. So, we make hypothesis:
Hypothesis 1: The loan loss preparing (LLP) is positive correlation with estimate before tax and loss preparing (EBTP).
Secondly, Counting and Drawing of commercial bank's loan loss has relation with banking capital managing, when banking capital adequacy ratio is quite high, the management layer of bank will count and draw less loan loss preparing; when banking capital adequacy ratio is quite low, the management layer of bank will replenish banking capital by counting and drawing more loan loss preparing in order to satisfy administering authority's demand. So, we make hypothesis:
Hypothesis 2: The loan loss preparing (LLP) is negative correlation with capital adequacy ratio (CAR).
Models
Step 1: Estimating DLLP. The LLP consists of two parts: not rulable LLP (NLLP) and rulable LLP (DLLP), which means:
First, NPL t-1 (front-bad-endfinance), CHNPL (bad loans for change), CHLOAN (total loans' variation) and WO (bad debt) are used through Kanagaretnam et al's research method [5] to estimate NLLP t . Second, LLP subtracting NLLP gets DLLP. The more NPL t-1 is, the LLP is more, so NPL t-1 is positive correlation with LLP. The more CHLOAN is, the more LLP is. So CHLOAN is positive correlation with LLP too. Using below formula to estimate NLLP:
In which, LLP it-1 = loan loss preparation ratio; NPL it = front-bad-endfinance/initial loan amount; CHNPL it = bad loans for change/initial loan amount; CHLOAN it = total loans' variation/front-bad-endfinance;
WO it = bad debt/initial loan amount; In Formula (2), the explanatory variables are used to estimate NLLP, and the DLLP is expressed in residual term.
Step 2: Adding EBTP (pre-tax and pre-loan loss preparation profit) and CAR (capital adequacy ratio) to the model through Ahmed et al.'s research method [6] 
WO it = bad debt/initial loan amount; LASSET = the natural logarithm of bank's assets; EBTP it = the profit of pre-tax and pre-loan loss preparation/total assets; CAR it = capital adequacy ratio.
In the model, we expected that the pre-tax and preloan loss preparation profit (EBTP) and loan loss preparation (LLP) are positive correlation, while capital adequacy ratio (CAR) and loan loss preparation (LLP) are negative correlation. Besides, we also expect that the bad loans ratio (NPL) and loan loss preparation are significant positive-correlation, because there is more bad loans, more loan loss preparation should be prepared. [7] .
Results
Data Processing and Descriptive Statistical Analysis
Our sample variables were descriptive statistics, the full sample, the state-owned banks, the joint-stock banks and during the economic crisis, respectively, as shown in table from one to three. Table 1 is the full sample, includes fourteen banks descriptive statistics of variables from 2001 to 2009, Table 2 is the descriptive statistics of four major state-owned banks and joint-stock banks, Table 3 is the descriptive statistics of economic crisis period and non-crisis period.
From contrast between the four major state-owned banks and joint-stock banks, we can find: the four major state-owned bank loan loss reserve rate is 0.007188, the joint-stock bank loan loss reserve rate is 0.006211, the state-owned bank loan loss provision more fully; The state-owned banks bad loans rate is 0.118583, joint-stock banks' bad loan rate is 0.043184, so joint-stock banks for bad loans control more effectively than state-owned banks. The state-owned banks can be appropriate to consider learning joint-stock bank related management methods, appropriate to reduce bank bad loans, improve the bank economic benefits; The state-owned bank non-performing loan rate is -0.1219, joint-stock banks non-performing loan rate is 0.009001, illustrating that compared joint-stock banks, state-owned banks non-performing loans have significant decreasing trend in recent years; The state-owned banks profit margin is 0.010973 before loss preparation and pretax, joint-stock banks is 0.011026, illustrating that profit rate of joint-stock banks higher than the state-owned banks; The state-owned banks' capital adequacy ratio is 0.074517, joint-stock banks' is 0.087818, so joint-stock banks' capital adequacy ratio higher than state-owned banks'.
From contrast between the period of economic crisis and non-crisis, we can find: During the economic crisis, the average loan loss reserve rate is 0.007749, and the average loan loss reserve rate of non-crisis is 0.006131. During the economic crisis, the provision of more loan loss provision illustrates the loan loss provision has close cycle effect; The pre-tax and profit rate before loss preparation is 0.016417 in economic crisis period, and economic crisis period is 0.009466, so the profit rate in economic crisis period higher than non-crisis period; The average capital adequacy ratio is 0.107343 during the economic crisis, but the average capital adequacy ratio is 0.077353 during the non-crisis. The economic crisis makes people confidence in the market decline, also led to banks and other enterprises in investment market conservative. Capital adequacy rate increased compared to non-crisis period, that loan loss reserve appropriately improve may be one reason.
Empirical Results
Based on the panel data, ordinary least squares (OLS) Regression coefficient value of CAR is 0.031, whose P value is 0.0278, so statistical result is significant. The result demonstrates that there is a significantly negative correlation between LLP and CAR, and CAR would change 0.031 units in the opposite direction if EBTP every change a unit.
Result of the positive correlation between LLP and EBTP verifies the hypothesis that the commercial banks of our country use the earnings management methods in loan loss preparation provisioning. When the banks' current profit is much higher, bank managers tend to plan more loan losses preparation for storing certain reserve in response to profit fluctuations' smooth in the future year. While the banks' current profit is lower, bank managers tend to plan less loan losses preparation, for smoothing profits of the current year by borrowing reserves from future earnings.
On the other hand, the result of negative correlation between LLP and CAR also verifies the hypothesis that the commercial banks of our country use the capital management methods in loan loss preparation provisioning. When the banks' capital adequacy ratio is higher, the bank managements tend to carry less loan losses preparation, while the banks' capital adequacy ratio is lower, the bank managements have more incentive to plan more loan losses preparation to add the bank capital in order to meet the regulatory requirements of the authorities.
According to the deviating level of constant term coefficient in fixed effect model's regression equation, the big four state-owned commercial banks' constant terms are positive deviation, meanwhile the other banks' constant terms are negative deviation. It indicates that the influence of selected independent variables is greater to big four state-owned commercial banks' LLP than to other banks'. Since the big four state-owned commercial banks are strong, and have the macropolicy supporting of the state, they are not sensitive to the influence of the external factors.
Conclusions
Combined with the change and development of Chinese Ready System for loan losses, two hypotheses are put forward by theoretical analysis. The Kanagaretnam, Lobo, Mathieu model is the reference of the empirical analysis. The empirical result supports the hypothesis, which shows that Chinese Ready System for loan losses is used for earnings management and capital management.
Chinese commercial banks manage the earning through manipulating the ready system for loan losses. The commercial banks adjust the annual accounting data, which is profit smooth by manipulating the ready system for loan losses. On the one hand, profit smooth can assure stable stock price and stable annual profit before tax, and enforce the invester's confidence. When the surplus of the banks in the current period is better, the managers of the banks could plan to extract more loan losses to prevent earnings to decrease in the future; when the surplus of the banks in the current period is worse, the managers of the banks could plan to extract less loan losses to improve current income to prevent big income fluctuations. On the other hand, avoiding tax is considered by profit smooth. When the own income of the commercial banks is better, increasing reserve fund can make the income fluctuations smooth.
Chinese commercial banks implement capital management by manipulating the ready system for loan losses. Based on the requirements of the capital adequacy ratio of supervision department, the banks managers hope to extract little loan losses when the capital adequacy ratio is high, and extract better loan losses when the capital adequacy ratio is low.
Chinese loan presents arbitrariness and can be handled during extracting, which is influenced by surplus management and capital management. From systems, the reason is the imperfect ready system for loan losses in China and the questions during extracting reserve fund. The information asymmetry between the borrower and the lender leads that it is not accurate to extracting the loan losses. Because five classification category loan method is not clear and the experience of managers is not enough, extracting loan losses is manipulated by some people.
Suggestions
The LLP has already become the tool to smooth profit and manage capital for operators in our country's commercial bank. Since our country's LLP system is not perfect, the LLP is always manipulated to smooth profit and manage capital for management layer of commercial bank. At present, our country's LLP system has many problems and defects, in order to perfect the bank's LLP system, some suggestions could be used to build up all-sided LLP management system which is compatible with internationally accepted practices, actual capital quality condition and our country's credit environment, they are: 1) Commercial bank ought to strengthen Pyatyi sort management;
Now according to the requirements of supervision department, Chinese commercial banks made the special criterions of five classification categories about loan quality and the inner management method to carry out five classification categories. But because the quantitative criterions in the guiding principle of the loan risk classification is less, and qualitative analysis depends on the knowledge, experience and skills of the classification persons, which could be subjective and optional, it is existed that person underestimates risk degree, such as that lost level loan is belonged to suspicious level, even junior level, or the suspicious level loan is belonged to junior level even attented level. However external risk rating is more strict and more really reflect risk attribute of the credit assest than inner risk rating. So the inner credit rating level will be improved through referencing reasonable and effective rating methods and techniques of the internal professional institute or entrusting a specialized rating agencies to implement the loan risk classification management.
On promoting a provision system reform, China Banking Regulatory Commission should require the commercial banks to improve the management strength on promoting the loan method, and improve continuously the accuracy of the five-classification category method on loan, and extract enough provision and do real profits to make capital adequacy ratio conforming to the standards. The commercial banks should also pay attention to capital adequacy ratio and the accuracy on extracting loan losses, and prevent manipulation behavior.
2) Commercial bank ought to build up foresight LLP system;
The LLP counting and drawing is not based on loss's beforehand prevention, but is based on NPLL(bad endfinance loss), so the LLP counting and drawing is always fall behind losing. The hysteresis quality of LLP counting and drawing not only causes hidden loss and overrating the profit and capital level of bank, but also causes CAR's cyclicality and encourage the cyclical swings of credit and economy. Just because of LLP system's hysteresis quality, china commercial banks ought to build up foresight LLP system which is not based on actual loss but is based on potential loan loss. At present, main methods of international banking's foresight LLP counting and drawing are "Expected cash flow of the discount methods", "Dynamic reserve method" and "Pressure test reserve method". From the angle of regulatory authority and bank, foresight LLP counting and drawing could keep operating steadily, reflect earning performance objectively, fit bank's steady operation principle and is benefic to financial system's stability.
3) Commercial bank ought to strengthen the LLP counting and drawing information disclosure. Now for extracting provision the commercial banks depend on some subjective judgment to a great extent. It is not effective to supervise the commercial banks only by the supervision department. And now there are certain fuzzy more or less when Chinese commercial banks reveal the situation on the extracting provision for loan losses in annual report, and specially there is only a simple description on checking regularly the carrying value of all asset when they reveal the provision method. If there is objective evidence to indicate that the asset impairment occurred, the provision for impairment of assets is extracted. However, it is not detailedly disclosed on how the recyclable amount of the assets is forecasted and what is the forecasted result. The provision amount for impairment is obtained directly. At the same time it is not revealed that how impairment test is made and what is test result of single-major-sum financial assets because policy requests.
The accounting information users of the commercial bank need to achieve the real provision situation of the commercial bank from the public information of the commercial bank. If the public information is not uniformed or not perfect, the information users would have trouble in understanding the commercial bank management situation. But the effective public information could force the commercial bank to improve the provision level under market pressure. So these two reasons also require to improve the commercial banks information-disclosed system to assure the provision system for loan losses to be implemented fully.
In view of this situation, the commercial banks should improve the information-disclosed to avoid that the commercial banks undertake profit manipulation and capital management by manipulating the provision for loan losses and faintly disclosing the information. The suggestions from three respects are provided in this paper to assure the disclosing-information system of the comercial banks is perfect and effective. Firstly, the uniform format and content of disclosed information should be laid down, and the specific objective evidence on various assets impairment and the recyclable amount situation it should be shown clearly. Secondly, the punishment policy to violate the system should be established. The system implementing should be forced, and the policy is made to punish the top management who violates the disclosing-information system and assure the responsibility for disclosing information. The bank chief managers who don't perform or slack the responsibility for disclosing information and hide the important information and deliberately give the inaccurate information should be punished severely. The punishing measures include affixing the responsibility of the related responsible persons and giving certain financial penalties when the thing is serious. Thirdly, the supervisory authority should explicit the frequency of the commercial banks disclosing infor-
